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Dear readers,
We are presenting the new 13th issue of the Journal
of Graphic Engineering and Design. The new journal’s
editorial policies are adjusted according to international
standards and now all articles can be downloaded free
of charge and used in accordance with the Creative
Commons Attribution license 3.0 Serbia
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/rs/).

Evaluation of the modified braille dots printed with the
UV ink-jet technique is very interesting area of research,
as it is focused on needs of vision impaired population.
UV ink-jet printing enables production of braille dots,
which meet the prescribed standard values of all braille
dot parameters – the height, the diameter, the cell
dimensions etc.

The journal has expanded the number of indexing
directories and from now is indexed in DOAJ, EBSCO,
WorldCat, Bielefeld Academic Search Engine.

A method for generating stochastic 3D tree models
with Python in Autodesk Maya introduces a method for
generating 3D tree models using stochastic L-systems
with stochastic parameters and Perlin noise.

As in the previous issues of the journal, number of
contributing researchers from different countries is
increasing. A wide array of topics from different research
areas shows diversity of this scientific field.

The influence of printing substrate on macro nonuniformity and line reproduction quality of imprints
printed with electrophotography process is always an
interesting research subject.

The aim of the Rendering 3D graphics as an aid to
stylized line drawings in perspective was to study
the issue of drawing 2D objects and environments
in perspective and attempted to ease the process
of drawing them with the aid of three-dimensional
computer graphics.

We invite all authors interested in publishing their
research to submit their papers and to join forces with us
in order to improve the research field.
Dragoljub Novaković
Nemanja Kašiković
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stylized line drawings in perspective

Abstract
The aim of the research was to study the issue of drawing 2D objects
and environments in perspective and attempted to ease the process of
drawing them with the aid of three-dimensional computer graphics. The
goal of the research was to develop the method, which would exclude the
need to trace three-dimensional models, which many digital artists use
as a guide when making drawings. The need to trace has been eliminated by finding a procedure to render three-dimensional models to appear
drawn – to appear drawn by an artist who has a stylized line style. After
researching various techniques of rendering, Sketchup was used to make
and apply a Sketchup style which emulated a line style. After that, various
tests were performed using computer measurements and questionnaires
to determine if the observers could distinguish between three-dimensional renders and two-dimensional drawings. The results have shown
that very few participants notice three-dimensional graphics rendered
with Sketchup. Even among the few observers who did notice the presence of three-dimensional models, none detected even half. The results
confirmed the adequateness of the methodology, which enables a more
correct creation of element in perspective and convinces the observers that the entire image is stylistically uniform hand drawn image.
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Introduction
Creating perspective in art is a difficult task. It is quite
technical and does not allow any artistic liberty due
to its exactly prescribed rules. In addition, the human
eye is extremely used to observing perspective, making it quite sensitive to irregularities in drawings.
These factors make perspective drawings demanding in terms of precision, even at the basic level.
To ease the creation of perspective drawings artists (particularly digital artists) use 3D models. 3D art software
has become very accessible and easy to use. Artists
can, with little knowledge of 3D graphic theory and not
much effort, make more or less complex 3D models of
objects and environments. The models are then exported

as a 2D graphic and are used as guides when drawing
perspective through the process of tracing. Thus artists
have unburdened themselves with the technical aspects
and difficulties of drawing perspective, but have consequently created a new problem: tracing. Renders of 3D
models are very geometrically correct and most artists
do not draw clean straight lines. Moreover, many artists
embrace their drawing imperfections, as they are often
unique to them and contribute to the recognition of
their style. In using 3D graphics artists no longer have
to deal with the strains of drawing perspective but the
use of 3D means they must trace renders, if they want
the models to stylistically uniform to the hand drawn
parts of the image. Rendering 3D computer models to
imitate 2D art has been in use in the entertainment
industry, such as animated films and computer games
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for several years. A couple of notable examples include
the surface of the magic carpet in Disney’s Aladdin
(Aladdin, 1992, The Making of ‘Aladdin’: a Whole New
World, 1992), the robot from The Iron Giant (The Iron
Giant, 1999), the deep canvas process used to render
the trees in Disney’s Tarzan (Tarzan, 1999, Walt Disney
Studios, 2000), cars in the TV series Family Guy (Family
Guy, 2010), and the general aesthetic in the video game
Ni no Kuni (Ni no Kuni, 2010). Rendering of 3D models, as
seen in The Iron Giant, fall into the category of so-called
non-photorealistic rendering, NPR (Robertson, 1997).
The problem however, with non-photorealistic rendering
like this, is that it either pertains to painting techniques
(such as the deep canvas process in Tarzan) or it is too
geometrically correct to be stylistically seamless with
stylized hand drawn art. There have however been
advances in the use of 3D graphics to emulate a hand
drawn appearance. One such example is the Academy
Award winning short Paperman by Disney (Paperman,
2012), which used in-house software called Meander.
Meander works by analyzing hand-drawn key frames
drawn on top of 3D models and tweening the drawn
lines to adjust to the animated models beneath, according to the motion of the 3D graphics (Wilson, 2013).
This is then more than just integrating 3D objects into
2D images, but using 3D and 2D graphics on the same
element in the shot. Despite great results, Meander was
designed to aid the process animation, not actual drawing. As a result, drawing is still a necessity, something
we’re trying to bypass in our research. Not to mention
that it is exclusive software and requires specialization,
making it unavailable and unfit for the average artist.
Non-photorealistic rendering is in continuous development by the developers and researchers. Its implementation on 3D geometry include stylization or abstraction
and various techniques are used (Bousseau et al., 2007;
Kalinins et al., 2009, Kang, Lee & Chui, 2009; Kyprianidis, Kang & Döllner, 2009). The NPR studies are in focus
especially in 2D and 3D graphic. Author Way with his

colleagues (Way et al., 2014) presented a new method
in a framework of a pencil style drawing by observing
artist’s actual drawing process. An example of a rendering 3D models to appear stylized and hand drawn
include can include distorting the edges of models
(Figure 1) or using predictive algorithms to render the
surface of a 3D model based on its lighting and material
properties (Kim et al., 2008) (Figure 2). While these
methods can be very effective, it is difficult to precisely define how these edges should be deformed. As a
result, artists must adjust their style to the software
to achieve stylistic unity. In general, the most frequent
challenges that the developers encounter in developing algorithms for non-photorealistic visualizations are
representation of contours, details and models’ silhouettes and non-photorealistic gradients and highlights.

»»Figure 1: Non-photorealistic render made
using Blender

»»Figure 2: 3D models rendered using an algorithm (Kim, 2008)
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The relevance of the NPR in graphic arts technology
is supported also by the analytical approaches that
attempt to implement objective evaluations of its use
and quality of final visualizations in CG workflows.
Author Isenberg (Isenberg, 2013) and his research group
presented two types of evaluation methodologies
(quantitative and qualitative) and the observation that
NPR techniques are valuable to use, when they support
a specific purpose. Furthermore, they presented an
analytical study to examine the human perception on
NRP visualisations and the differentiation in comparison
with hand-drawn illustrations (Isenberg et al., 2006).
Tracing is an unappealing and time consuming process
to artists. By using 3D graphics to aid with perspective a
new problem has been created - the need to trace the 3D
renders. In regards to this, the aim of the research was
to develop the method to achieve a seamless integration
of hand drawn 2D graphics and 3D (non-photorealistic)
renders as they were rendered, creating the illusion of
a completely hand drawn image and stylistic uniformity. The specific goals that would lead to this were: 1.
removing the need to trace 3D models; 2. finding the
most appropriate technique for stylistic rendering of
line art; 3. determining a procedure for rendering line
art drawings through computer models, so they would
be stylistically uniform to hand drawn elements; 4.
ensuring a procedure that allows artists the freedom
to create without compromising their style in order to
accommodate the needs of computer software and 5.
visually seamless integration of drawn and rendered
line art within the same drawing. We hypothesised
that a new implemented method of creating line art
elements using a render of a computer model is going
to: 1. from the point of the artist enable an easier creation of elements in perspective and enable a more

correct creation of element in perspective; and 2. from
the point of view of the observer enable a consistent
creation of elements in perspective and convince
observers that the entire image is a hand drawn image.

Experimental
General plan of the research
Once we had established the most appropriate software,
Sketchup (Sketchup, 2015) (in our preliminary researches we discovered, that when we create a Sketchup
style based on our line art and apply it to a model it
looked like hand-drawn and it blended seamlessly with
actual hand drawn lines), we planned out an analytical
method by which we would test the effectiveness of
its practical application. The research took place in two
stages (Figure 3). First, we determined if our method
is practical in simple applications with basic motifs. We
createed simple motifs twice, once in 2D and once in
3D. Then we compared their likeness numerically with
computer measurements and with the observation tests
via a survey. The successfulness of the first phase was
the condition to continue with the experimental and
thus applying the process in the creation of an actual
work of art (image with more complex motifs). After
which we would evaluate our success via the results
given to us by observers through a survey. In this final
stage, the input of the observers was crucial and the
observation test via a survey was performed for the
second time. Finally, the critical analysis of the adequateness of the method, therefore the implemented
procedure to fool the human eye into believing that
the 3D renders were in fact drawn was carried out.

»»Figure 3: General plan of the research
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Determining the line art style
The first stage of the experimental phase consisted of deciding on a line art style, which we would
then attempt to imitate. Drawing and any kind of
image editing was conducted in Photoshop through
the Wacom Intuos 4 graphic tablet, whilst the 3D
models were made in Sketchup Make. The Sketchup
styles were created using Sketchup Style Builder.
Upon deciding on an art style, we exported a template
from the Sketchup Style Builder. Style templates contain
rectangles of differing lengths (in pixels of powers of
two) in which line samples are inserted. These samples are used upon applying the Sketchup style to a 3D
model. The sample length that optimally corresponds
to the model edge length upon rendering, was automatically chosen. Both, the variety of length groups and
the number of samples each group contains, could be
adjusted. For the purposes of our selected art style, we
choose six different lengths, each with five samples for
variety. The finished Sketchup style, named ‘Mark_1’,
contained 30 samples of unique hand drawn lines (Figure 4). There are also several additional options upon
exporting from the Style Builder, which determine the
behavior of the style, such as level of detail and depth
cueing. Parameters presenting the behaviour of the style
were adjusted accordingly to optimally fit the art style.

lines (free, crossing, and connecting), acute angles,
obtuse angles, right angles, and curves. The motifs
were then modeled in Sketchup and rendered using
our Sketchup style Mark_1. They were also drawn in
the same size in Photoshop using a graphic tablet.

»»Figure 5: 3D (left) and 2D (right) versions of
simple motifs
To numerically quantify the similarity between the 3D
renders and the 2D drawings we analyzed the images
using an algorithm. The algorithm is based on the following foundations: if two shapes are identical, they
would perfectly cover each other upon overlapping,
and upon subtracting the value of one image from their
composite the difference would be a blank image.
So if we define our rendered image as ‘u’, our
drawn image as ‘r’, and our composite as ‘k’:
(k - u = k - r) ↔ (u = r)

(u + r = k)						

(1)

Alternatively, if we define ‘k - u’ as Ru and ‘k - r’ as Rr:
(Ru = Rr) ↔ (u = r)

»»Figure 4: Some of the lines contained within
the style Mark_1

Testing through basic geometrical motifs
Before making a more complex image we had to test if
we can emulate a drawing style on simple motifs with
basic geometrical shapes and elements. The selected
motifs were: lines, a triangle, a rectangle, a hexagon,
an angular body, and a curved body (Figure 5). These
were selected because they are archetypes of typical shapes and elements that appear in drawings:

8

(u + r = k)						

(2)

This also means that the more the two images would
differ, the greater the surface area of their composite
and the greater the values of Ru and Rr. The absolute
difference between ‘Ru’ and ‘Rr’ is in effect the absolute
difference between ‘u’ and ‘r’. If the absolute difference
is normalized, we can then express the visual difference
between two images in percentages. The algorithm is
illustrated in scheme in Figure 6. It was written in Matlab, for the entire code see source (Arandjus, 2015).
As presented in Table 2 (Results), the differences
between the 3D renders and their 2D counterparts
turned out to be extremely small. Given that they are
the same size and shape this was expected, but was now
numerically quantified and gave us a mathematical justification to continue the experiment with human observers.
The experiment continued with a survey where we
presented individuals with all six pairs of the motifs.

The survey was done in person and through an online
polling website. It was issued to students of Department
of Textiles, Graphic Arts and Design at the Faculty
of Natural Sciences and Engineering (University of
Ljubljana), 3D modelers, it was posted on the forums
of the 3D art website Sketchfab, sent to various artists,
etc. The observation tests took place in interviewees
home and office environment. All of them were done
on personal computers through the website ‘www.1ka.
si’. They were unmonitored and undisturbed as to not
sway their opinions even accidentally. We collected
110 completed surveys from laymen to people with
various degrees of expertise in art and 3D graphics,
thus ensuring a diverse range of participants.

means that, had the 3D render been completely obvious,
the average result would be 1 or very close. Had the 3D
render been similar to the drawing and observers could
not tell them apart, they would have to guess. Meaning
they would have a 50% chance of being correct and the
results of the survey would be around 0.5. The results
of the survey were statistically processed. An average
was determined as well as the standard deviation (presented in Table 2). With the aim to confirm the method,
we proceeded to make an actual complex illustration.

Testing with a more complex illustration
A complex illustration included several different types
of shapes: from angular to curved, from organic to
geometrical. These elements, both 2D and 3D, had to
be in all corners of the image both in the background
and in the foreground. The image also had to include
a shadow, as the render of shadows is one of the
advantages of using 3D graphics. The 3D shadows were
also combined with 2D shadows to appear seamless.
The image designed was that of a woman walking to
her luggage, when the wind blows her hat away. The
image itself was conceptualized to be in a three point
perspective, a more advanced perspective type (Artyfactory, 2015) which would justify the need to use 3D
graphics as an aid. The list of elements used in the illustration with their descriptions is presented in Table 1.
Upon deciding on these elements, we proceeded with
creating the illustration (Figures 7-10). We began with
a sketch. Based on the sketch we made and lit the 3D
model. We then rendered the model and shadows
into separate images. After that we imported the renders into Photoshop where we drew the remaining
2D elements (lines and shadows) on separate layers.

»»Figure 6: Scheme illustrating how the algorithm works
In the observation tests with basic shapes, the observers
were informed that one of the two motifs in the pair is
a 3D render and they were instructed to simply choose
which one they thought it was. The correct answer would
give a value of 1 and the incorrect one a value of 0. This

The application of Sketchup styles was unfortunately not
perfect (Figure 9). There were small errors. In certain
places the lines went too far and some short lines are
not rendered at all. This was of course an undesired,
but it easily fixable, effect. It could be argued that these
mistakes contribute to a sort of visual humanization.

Table 1
List of elements and their descriptions in the complex illustration
3D elements
Element

Description

Drawn elements
Element

Description

Steps

angular geometrical element

Woman

irregular organic element

Building with windows

angular geometrical element

Plant

irregular organic element

Pot

round geometrical element

Gift box bow

curvy geometrical element

Violin case

curvy geometrical element

Travel bag

round organic element

Gift box and briefcase

angular geometrical element

Tree

irregular organic element

Fence in front of the building

repeating vertical pattern

Leaves

curvy geometrical element

Sidewalk tiles

grid pattern

Curtains in the window

irregular organic element

Hat

round organic element

Decals and handles on the luggage round geometrical elements

Most shadows

irregular organic element

Various wear and tear

smaller details
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»»Figure 7: Initial sketch

»»Figure 8: Finished illustration

»»Figure 9: The finished 3D scene, complete with
shadows, before applying the Sketchup style

»»Figure 10: Imperfections in the application of
Sketchup styles

Humanization is an effect that originates from digital music and includes a deliberate addition of small errors in
the performance of a programmed instrument to create
a more natural output result (Hennig et al., 2011). In our
illustrations the errors in rendering can help with making
the 3D render appear more hand-drawn, since artists
make similar errors when drawing.
After finalizing the complex illustration, the observation
test was performed again (the performance of survey
testing is presented above). The key points of success
upon which we measured the integration of 3D and 2D
were:
• Firstly, how similar were the lines. Did it seem
as if it was drawn by the same person? This
was tested with question 1: »Did you think
the image is stylistically uniform (particularly
regarding the similarity of the lines)?« The
available answers were: 1. completely; 2. very;
3. largely; 4. slightly and 5. not in the least.

10

Secondly, does the image appear drawn, given
the fact that this is one of the main effects we
were trying to achieve? This was tested with
question 2: »In the beginning it was stated several
times that the image is a drawing. Upon viewing the image, did you think it was a drawing?«
The available answers were: 1. Yes, the image
seemed completely drawn; 2. I had doubts,
whether it was completely drawn and 3. No,
the image did not seem completely drawn.
• Finally, we informed the participants: »In truth,
the image is only partially drawn; many of the
elements of the image are renders of 3D models.«
and instructed them: »If you suspected this while
viewing the image, write which parts seemed like
they were 3D graphics, otherwise leave blank«,
upon which they were presented with an optional
text field. It was important to let the participants
describe any part of the image they wished without hinting to which parts could be 3D graphics.
•

The results of questions 1 and 2 are represented both in
actual numbers as well as percentage-wise. The answers
to the third question (where they were asked to identify
which parts of the image seemed as 3D graphics), have
been transcribed into with the results of the first two
questions in the following columns for comparison. The
specifics of their answers were later compared, to see
if there were any similarities between them or other
details that might be of interest.

Results of measuring the complex motif
Table 4 and 5 contain the numbers of chosen answers
of the first two questions in the survey, regarding people’s perception of the final created digital illustration.
Table 6 contains the comments some observers had,
regarding the third question as well as the answers
these observers chose in the first two questions.
Table 5
Results of the second question: »In the beginning it was
stated several times that the image is a drawing. Upon
viewing the image, did you think it was a drawing?«

Results
Results of measuring simple motifs
Table 2 shows the results of measurements done through
the difference algorithm we wrote to measure simple
motifs, while Table 3 shows the results of the survey we
presented, to determine if observers could distinguish
2D and 3D in regards to simple motifs. The results were
around 0.5 and participants often remarked they were
simply choosing at random and could not tell the difference. Consequently, the assumption that Sketchup styles
can fool the human eye was confirmed.

Number of
answers

%

Yes, the image seemed
completely drawn.

64

58

I had doubts, whether it
was completely drawn.

24

22

No, the image did not
seem completely drawn.

22

20

Answer

Table 6

Table 2

Comments at the second question, as well
as the answers given in the first two

Results of comparisons via algorithm
Motif

Ru

Rr

Difference (%)

Lines

2.04

2.19

0.0597%

Rectangle

2.25

2.37

0.0459%

Hexagon

1.76

1.82

0.0222%

Triangle

1.86

1.98

0.0475%

Angular body

3.89

3.94

0.0196%

Curvy body

2.94

3.21

0.1046%

Comment
»The railing on the stairs
seemed too correct - as
if a reference photo was
used when it was drawn
or perhaps it was traced«
»Just seemed like
certain parts were
a bit different."

Table 3

Answer for
question 1

Answer for
question 2

very

3

very

2

Results of the observation test for simple motifs
Motif

Average

Standard
deviation

Lines

0.450

0.501

Rectangle

0.563

0.499

Hexagon

0.438

0.499

Triangle

0.650

0.480

Angular body

0.450

0.501

Curvy body

0.400

0.493

Table 7
Minimum Maximum

0

1

Comment

Answer for
question 1

Answer for
question 2

»Gift box«

very

2

largely

2

»Fence, suitcase«

very

2

»Mostly I noticed the gift
box that had too perfect
lines and I doubt anybody
has such a steady hand«

very

2

largely

3

»Hat by the tree,
suitcases, present.«

Table 4
Results of the first question: »Did you think the image is stylistically uniform (particularly regarding the similarity of the lines)?«
Answer

Results of the third question, as well as
the answers given in the first two

Number of answers

%

completely

39

35

»elements on the cases«

very

52

47

largely

17

15

»suitcase, apartement, the model«

very

2

»the hat and the
boxes/case«

very

3

slightly

2

2

not in the least

0

0
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Disscusion
From the creator’s point of view, an implemented
method of creating line art elements using a render
of computer models does enable an easier creation of
elements in perspective. It also enables a more correct
creation of elements in perspective. The presented
method enabled a consistent creation of elements in
perspective and the results of its implementation convinced the majority of observers that the entire image
was hand drawn. Our hypotheses were confirmed.
The implementation of an algorithm in the analysis gave
satisfactory results. The algorithmic measurements gave
an extremely small percentage of difference between the
2D and 3D variants of simple motifs (Table 2). The biggest
difference was a mere tenth of a percent; the motif was
the curved body. This indicated that, when modeling
curvy elements, the creator must pay closer attention
to ensure the desired effect of emulating 2D line art.
In the first survey, where we asked participants to
choose between a 3D render and a 2D drawing, there
was no significant trend one way or the other. Consistently it was an average of around 0.5, something
one would expect to see if the answers were chosen
at random. This is further confirmed by the fact that
on many occasions after completing the survey the
participants told us that they didn’t know which was
which and were simply guessing. Both the algorithm
and the survey confirmed that one can use Sketchup to
emulate drawn shapes to a high degree of similarity.
In the first part of the research, some defined goals were
achieved. The need to trace 3D models was removed
from the procedure, the optimal technique for stylistic
rendering of line art was determined (with the digitalisation of personal line-art style and the implementation
in defined software) and, finally, a defined procedure
for rendering line art drawings through computer
models was confirmed to result in style uniformity of
simple motifs in comparison to hand drawn lines.
In the next phase we measured the observers perception
of the more complex image with the lady and the plant.
Regardless the complexity of the illustration, the results
of the first question confirmed that most observers perceived the combination of line-arts as stylistically uniform. Here, most observers (91 people, 81% of answers)
were of the opinion that the image is at least very stylistically uniform. These results were quite satisfactory and
confirmed that using Sketchup styles is effective at maintaining stylistic uniformity when combining 2D drawings
and 3D renders. Looking into the results of the second
question we can see, that most people (64%) perceived
the image as completely drawn. Almost a quarter (24%)
had doubts whether or not it was completely drawn,
but was not sure. Around a fifth (22%) did not see the

12

image as completely drawn. These results allude to an
explanation that the emulation of drawing by hand is not
perfect and that a portion of observers will never fully
perceive the image as drawn. However, out of the ones
that claimed they did not feel the image was completely
drawn, only two answered that they noticed the presence of 3D graphics (Table 6). Overall, the results of the
second question tell us that, while not perfect, our method was mostly successful in emulating drawn line art.
In regards to question 3, the results show very few
noticed the presence of 3D graphics, and amongst
those who did, all noticed but a few did choose the right
elements (some elements were incorrectly identified).
The final image included eight elements which were
renders of 3D models. Out of the 110 participants only
seven people (8%) noted the presence of 3D graphics.
Out of these seven, four incorrectly identified a 2D (or
partially 2D) object as 3D; they could not tell the difference between which was which. The observers did not
identified the steps, the signature, the pot, the windows
or the sidewalk as a 3D element, meaning 5 out of 8 3D
elements in the image went unnoticed by everyone.
Likewise, nobody noticed the shadows, which were largely exported from 3D computer graphic software. Given
these results, we can conclude that the use of Sketchup
styles to render 3D graphics non-photorealistically is
virtually seamless in regards to the 2D elements within
the same image. In this second phase, the remaining
goals were achieved. The proposed method ensured
the creation of line-art illustrations without compromising the author’s style and the seamless integration of
drawn and rendered line art within the same drawing.

Conclusions
The results of the research revealed that people rarely
notice the presence of 3D graphics and even if they
do, they are not able to claim with certainty weather
the element is 2D or 3D. In the presented research we
have developed, successfully applied, and confirmed a
new method of integrating stylized 2D and 3D elements
seamlessly in the same digital illustration and, consequently, removed any need for tracing. The process does
not limit the artist to make compromises with his style
on his behalf, as the software adapts to the artist per
our setting and not the other way around. The process
enabled an easier creation of an image that contains
complex perspective, since making the 3D models was
faster, easier and more correct than it would have been
to draw them. Our aims have hence been reached,
completing our goal of removing the need to trace 3D
renders. The results of the research would allow many
artists to save time and effort in creating images which
they would otherwise be unable to, or would shy away
for being too challenging. The presented method for
rendering line art drawings through computer models

ensures that the computer drawings are stylistically
uniform to hand drawn elements and the freedom to
create without compromising the artist’s style in order to
accommodate the needs of computer software. Moreover, the procedure enables visually seamless integration
of drawn and rendered line art within the same drawing.
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Evaluation of the modified braille dots
printed with the UV ink-jet technique

Abstract
Braille presents a complex system of writing with additional symbols and
letters designating numbers, capital letters and other special symbols in
mathematics, physics, music etc. Due to mentioned braille texts are usually
very long, bulky, space consuming and complex. In this research a study of
modified braille dots is presented. Samples were prepared in several different
steps, enabling the determination of the optimal braille dot height on top
which additional elements were printed. Properties of ordinary braille dot
samples and braille dot samples printed with additional element were compared and analyzed. An extensive sensory analysis with blind and visually
impaired people was performed for establishing weather modified braille
dots can be tactile recognized and used in practice.
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Introduction
In the past Braille has mainly been printed by embossing or screen printing while in the last decade newer
technologies like UV ink-jet and 3D printing are taking
their place. Printing braille is no longer limited only to
the paper or the cardboard but nowadays, prints can be
made on almost any printing material (foil, glass, plastic,
wood, textiles etc.). New technologies enable precise
printing of elements not only in 2D but also in 3D, where
later plays an important role the braille field, due to
the fact that braille needs to be tactile recognizable.
Braille consists of braille cell, which comprises of six dots,
arranged in two columns of three dots. The size and the
height of each braille dot, as well as all the other ratios
between the individual dots and cells are determined
according to the different standards, regulations and
recommendations (European Commission: Enterprise
and Industry Directorate-General, 2001; Österreichisches
Normungsinstitut für Normung e.V., 2006; Deutsches

Institut für Normung e.V., 2007; Deutsches Institut für
Normung e.V., 2009; International Standardization
Organization, 2013a; International Standardization Organization, 2013b; International Standardization Organization, 2014), although those requirements can slightly
differ. According to the selected standards/regulations,
required parameters of braille dot and cell are: the specific values of the dot height 0.25–1.0 mm, diameter of
the dot 1.0–1.8 mm, distance between centers of two
horizontally or vertically set dots in the cell 2.0–3.0 mm,
distance between the center of the first braille dot in one
and the next adjacent braille cell in the next row 5.0–9.78
mm and the distance between the center of first braille
dot in one and next adjacent braille cell in the same row
8.46–17.2 mm (Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V., 2007;
European Committee for Standardization, 2008; Fajdetić,
2012; International Standardization Organization, 2013a;
International Standardization Organization, 2013b).
Preparation of different printed material, intended for
communication, education and inclusion of blind and
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visually impaired people is complex. Braille alphabet
has (regardless of the language) additional characters
for indicating for example capital letters, numbers or
any other special symbols. Designation of separate
elements and formulas in mathematics, chemistry and
physics (American association of workers for the blind,
Association for education of the visually handicapped
and the National braille association, 1987; La Commission Évolution du Braille Français, 2007) or for example
music notation (Braille authority of North America,
1997; Hee, 2015) is very complex and time consuming
work. Due to additional braille symbols/characters
and prescribed braille cell dimensions, the notations
in braille are usually much longer as the notations
in Latin thus, takes more (physical) space, are bulky
and connected with the higher costs for printing.
The technology of UV ink-jet printing enables precise
printing even of the smallest elements, which can be
printed in one or more layers. The thickness of the prints
e.g. printing layers is however, limited by the distance
(height) between the printing substrate and the printing
head with nozzles (Reynaud, 1995; Zhang, 2011; Chang,
2012; Shi-Chang & Rui-Zhang, 2013; Soleimani-Gorgani,
2016). The technique enables the use of UV printing
inks or varnishes in selected printer’s color gamut of any
combination. UV light causes in the process of drying
the polymerization of printed layer/s of the UV ink or
the varnish, by which the printed surface become solid.
Dried and polymerized printed layers enable the production of smooth surface of the printed elements. Thanks
to the possibilities of printing in different layers and in
different sizes (large and detailed), by this techniques
various shapes of 3D tactile elements can be produced.
In this research, braille dots were printed with different number of layers (from one to five) on the higher
grammage cardboard substrate with the selected
ink-jet printer and UV varnish. Further, after the characteristics and the properties of the printed samples
were determined, and when the desired height of
prints was achieved, (0.25–1.0 mm, as recommended), the additional element with different number
of layers (also from one to five) was printed on the
braille dots (Figure 1). All the samples were measured
and analyzed and their results were compared.
.
a)

b)

»»Figure 1: The braille dot (a) and the braille dot with the
additional element (b) (1 – printing material; 2 – braille
dot; 3 – additional printed element on braille dot)
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Since blind and visually impaired people feel and
recognize differently structured surfaces, the aim of
the research was to establish whether elements on
the braille dot are recognized and also distinguished
by blind and visually impaired people and whether
the height of the modified braille dot (with additional element) can be distinguished according to the
height of the braille dot. For this purpose, samples
were analyzed by the methods described in continuation, however a sensory analysis was also performed by the blind and visually impaired people.
The main idea of the additional elements, printed on
the braille dot, was to simplify the complex notations
in braille. Instead of standard braille characters for
indicating capital letters, math, music, chemistry or any
other notations for equations, formulas, notes, etc.,
the simple dot with added element or just different
height would be used. Such simplification would enable
easier, faster, more effective and above all shorter,
less bulky and space consuming prints in braille.

Materials
Printing substrate
In the research cardboard KrompakTM (Količevo Karton
d.o.o., 2005) was used as a printing substrate. According to the manufacturer’s technical specification, the
cardboard was composed mainly of 60±10% virgin
cellulose fibers, to which 30±15% of “postindustrial”
waste material (wood free, unprinted, white paper
only) and 10±5% of the coating was added; it had a
smooth surface and correspondingly good adhesion
between the printing ink/varnish and the printing
surface. The other declared technical characteristics
of the printing substrate KrompakTM were: grammage
250 g/m2, thickness 395 μm, volume – bulkiness 1.61
cm3/g and bending stiffness at 15° bend: MD – 14.0
mNm, CD – 6.2 mNm; L&W stiffness 16.9 mNm.

Printing technique and printing ink
Prints were made on the UV ink-jet printer DG LEC-330
(Roland DG Corporation, Japan). The piezo electric printer enables precise and thick prints of tactile elements
and braille dots by printing several layers of printing ink
or varnish separately one on the top of another. All layers need to be printed in high quality, so that the shape
and the thickness of the prints are maintained through
the process of layer printing. For that purpose, printing
in high resolution 1440 dpi is critical for achieving high
accuracy of prints, despite its slowness. Depending
on the thickness of the printing substrate maximum
height of prints 1.5 mm can be achieved (Roland, 2016).
In our research prints were made with ECO – UV Gloss

(clear gloss) printing varnish (Roland DG Corporation,
Japan). Printing varnish had (according to the manufacturers specification) low viscosity, high gloss, good
adhesion to different materials, either on coated or
uncoated materials (including foils, paper, films and
vinyl), good cracking, scratch and chemical resistance
and outdoor durability (Wensco, 2016). Unfortunately,
the numerical values were not available by the producer. Each layer was dried before printing of another
layer, thus maintaining desired diameter of the printed
element and providing printing without bleeding.

Sample preparation and designation
The samples were prepared through the following
steps: 1) preliminary printing of the braille dots on
the cardboard without and with a thin layer of the UV
varnish (same as it was used for printing braille dots);
2) obtained samples were tested and the most appropriate was chosen for the continuation of the research
(the testing and the obtained results are presented in
the section “Properties of the substrates (samples S1
and S2)”); 3) braille dots in layers (from one to five)
were printed on the suitably prepared surface of the
cardboard; 4) samples were tested and among them,
the one with the optimal number of the printing layers
according to the standard requirements was chosen for
the continuation of the research; 5) smaller elements
in the shape of a circle were printed on the braille
dots in different layers (from one to five) (although the
additional elements printed on the braille dots were
of different shapes (circle, square, triangle, etc.), for
the purpose of this paper, only braille dots with circle
element were chosen and results are represented).
For easier understanding, the samples were designated
as follows:
• S1 = unprinted cardboard;
• S1B = S1 + braille dots printed with the UV varnish in different layers (from one to five);
• S2 = S1 + thin layer of printed UV varnish;
• S2B = S2 + braille dots printed with maximum five layers of UV varnish (S2B1 – with
one layer, S2B2 – with two layers etc.);
• S2B5E = S2B5 + element printed on the braille dot
with maximum five layers of UV varnish (S2B5E1
– with one layer, S2B5E2 – with two layers etc.)

from the grammage and thickness; roughness, which
was measured on the Bentsten 3500 (Zehntner GmbH,
Swiss) (International Standardization Organization, 1990);
absorption, which was measured by the drop test (the
results are presented as the time [s] required for the
drop to be absorbed into the sample; if the time was
higher than 600 s, the sample was considered to be
nonabsorbing) (TAPPI 432); bending stiffness, which was
measured on the dynamometer INSTRON mod. 5567
(Instron Ltd., USA) and recorded as a force needed to
bend sample for 15° and bending length 50 mm (International Standardization Organization, 2011); capillary
rise (International Standardization Organization, 1986)
and contact angle, which was measured on the Optical Tensiometer OneAttension Theta (Biolin Scientific
Holding AB, Finland) (American Society of the International Association for Testing and Materials, 2013).
An image analyses of the samples (cross sections, surface
specifics of the cardboard, braille dots and added elements) were performed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM; JSM 6060 LV, Jeol, Japan). For the observation
with SEM, the samples were covered with an ultrathin coating of gold (with high vacuum evaporation).
On the selected prints sensory analysis was performed.
On all the samples the same text (a short sentence,
with capital and small letters together with some numbers) was printed. Due to the fact that there was a large
amount of the samples, only S2B and S2B5E prints made
with one, three and five layers, were tested. Prints were
tested by small groups of 12 blind and visually impaired
people (7 males and 5 females) at the Slovenian Association of blind and visually impaired people. All the
respondents have been learning braille for more than 5
years. 50% of the respondents considered themselves as
very good readers and 25% as fairly good to basic readers, respectively. Each respondent was given the same
selected samples and during the analysis was asked the
questions about the height of the printed braille dots and
the braille dots with the additional element, about the
tactile recognition and the character identification, the
recognition and the likeability of the printed additional
element, as well as the sharpness of the final prints.

Results and discussion

Methods

Properties of the substrates (samples S1 and S2)

In the analysis of the samples the following properties
were determined: grammage (International Standardization Organization, 1995), height of the printing
substrate and the prints, which was measured on the
apparatus for measuring thickness (Metrimpex, Hungary) (International Standardization Organization, 1988);
specific volume of the material, which was calculated

The research started with the braille dot firstly printed on
the sample S1 (unprinted cardboard). Since the UV varnish of the braille dot printed in one layer spread through
the surface and slightly penetrated into the structure of
the cardboard, the sample S2 was introduced into the
research. The sample S2 represented the cardboard, on
which surface a thin layer of the UV varnish (the same
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as was used for the braille dots) was printed. The properties and the comparison of the samples S1 and S2 are
presented in Table 1 and described in continuation.
After a thin layer of the UV varnish was printed on the
cardboard (S2), the grammage and the thickness of
the unprinted cardboard (S1) increased. Consequently,
the specific volume slightly decreased. The thickness
of the UV layer printed on the surface of S2 sample
was 0.024 mm. The upper and back surfaces of the
S1 sample were rougher than the surfaces of S2.
Table 1
Properties of the unprinted cardboard (S1) and the cardboard printed with a thin layer of UV varnish (S2) (values in
the brackets represent the coefficient of variation [%])
Sample

S1

S2

242.60 (0.24)

268.20 (0.35)

0.407 (0.77)

0.431 (0.62)

-

0.024

Property
Grammage [g/m ]
2

Thickness [mm]
Thickness of the
printed layer [mm]
Spec. volume [cm3/g]

1.678

1.607

Bending stiffness [mN]
MD
CD

197.13 (10.04)
376.38 (4.96)

216.74 (10.88)
356.59 (7.71)

Roughness [ml/mm]
Side A
Side B

436.67 (20.05)
883.33 (8.19)

49.33 (28.37)
840.00 (16.56)

Capillary rise [mm]
MD
CD

53.20 (1.57)
58.40 (4.12)

57.80 (0.77)
59.00 (2.08)

Absorption [s]
Side A
Side B

> 600
550

> 600
543

Contact angle [°]

65.93

80.96

On the Figure 2a can be seen, that the surface (upper
A side) of S1 was covered with the coating (also mena)

tioned by the manufacturer), which resulted in the
granular surface with the pores smaller than 1 μm. The
sample S2 had smoother surface on the side A (Figure
2b), after it was printed with a thin layer of the UV varnish. The bending stiffness of the sample S2 increased
in the machine (MD) and just slightly decreased in
the cross (CD) direction according to the sample S1.
Measured values of the unprinted cardboard (S1) capillary rise did not change significantly with printing of a
thin layer of the UV varnish (S2), neither in the machine
(MD) and nor in the cross (CD) direction. According to
the results of the drop test, the absorption of the water
drop into the upper A side surface of the unprinted
cardboard (S1) was very slow (higher than 600 s). Similar
was observed for the sample printed with a thin layer of
the UV varnish layer (S2), which means that the upper
A sides of both samples were completely nonadsorbing. However, the B side of both samples was slightly
absorbent (< 600 s). In comparison with the sample
S1, the contact angle of the sample S2 increased, which
means that a thin layer of printed UV varnish contributed
to the reduction of the adhesiveness and the wettability as well as probably lowering of the surface free
energy of the sample S2. According to the properties
of the samples S1 and S2, the braille dots were in continuation of the research printed only on the sample S2
since less spreading of the UV varnish on the surface
and less protruding into the substrate was expected.

Properties of the samples S2B1 – S2B5
The braille dots were printed in different heights,
achieved with different number of layers – from
one (S2B1) to five (S2B5). The samples were observed
by SEM (Figure 3) and the height of the samples
was measured (Table 2). The height of the braille
dots and individual layers was afterwards calculated
form the measured values of individual samples.
b)

»»Figure 2: Surface of the unprinted cardboard (S1) (a) and the unprinted cardboard printed with a thin layer of UV
varnish (S2) (b) (SEM; 2000× mag.)
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a1)

b1)

a2)

b2)

»»Figure 3: Surface and cross section of the braille dots printed with one (S2B1) (a1 and a2) and five layers (S2B5) (b1 and
b2) on the sample S2 (SEM; 40× and 50× mag.)
From the Table 2 it can be seen that the height of the
samples S2B1 – S2B5 increased almost linear with the
calculated R2 = 0.999. Consequently, the height of
the braille dot increased linear with the each added
layer of the UV varnish. The results have also shown
that the prescribed requirements of the braille dot
height, which needs to be at least 0.25 mm, were
obtained with the braille dots printed with four layers.

On the Figure 3 the braille dots printed with one (a1
and a2) and five (b1 and b2) layers on the sample S2B
are shown. The diameter of the printed braille dots
(Figure 3b1) was 1.83 mm, by which the prescribed
requirements were met. As can be seen from the Figure 3b1 the braille dot was uniform, although slight
spreading of the UV varnish around the braille dot
on the surface, which caused slightly blurred edges at the base of the braille dot, was noticed.

Table 2
Measured and calculated height of the samples S2B1 – S2B5
Height of the
sample
[mm]

Height of the
braille dot
[mm]

1

1+2

1+2+3

1+2+3+4

1+2+3+4+5

S2B1

0.468

0.037

0.037

0.037

0.037

0.037

0.037

S2B2

0.537

0.106

0.070

0.070

0,070

0.070

S2B3

0.620

0.189

0.083

0.083

0.083

S2B4

0.700

0.269

0.080

0.080

S2B5

0.784

0.353

Sample

Thickness of the individual layer [mm]

0.084
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In the Table 2, an interesting phenomenon was observed
with the thickness of the individual layers. Namely, the
thickness of the first layer (S2B1) was the lowest (0.037
mm), significantly thicker was the second layer (S2B2)
(0.070 mm), however the third, fourth and fifth layers
(S2B3, S2B4 and S2B5) were the thickest (in average 0.082
mm). Connecting those results with the results of the
SEM observation it could be concluded, that the first
layer is the thinnest because of the spreading of the UV
varnish used for printing braille dot at its base on the
printing surface; protruding into the printed thin layer of

UV varnish, applied on the cardboard, or even into the
printing sample’s structure was excluded according to the
results of the drop test. The following layers were significantly thicker, since spreading was (obviously) reduced.
Because the aim of our research was to produce distinguished prints, braille dots printed with five layers were
selected as the base for printing additional elements.

a1)

b1)

a2)

b2)

»»Figure 4: Surface and cross section of the sample S2B5 printed with the additional element with one (S2B5E1) (a1 and a2)
and five layers (S2B5E5) (b1 and b2) (SEM; 40× and 50× mag.)
Table 3
Measured and calculated height of the samples S2B5E1 – S2B5E5
Height of the
sample
[mm]

Height of the
braille dot
[mm]

1

1+2

1+2+3

1+2+3+4

1+2+3+4+5

S2B5E1

0.809

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.025

S2B5E2

0.844

0.060

0.035

0.035

0.035

0.035

S2B5E3

0.888

0.104

0.044

0.044

0.044

S2B5E4

0.937

0.153

0.049

0.049

S2B5E5

1.060

0.276

Sample
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Thickness of the individual layer [mm]

0.123

a)

b)

»»Figure 5: The height (a) and the thickness (b) of the braille dots and the additional elements

Properties of the samples S2B5E1 – S2B5E5

The he ight of all prints made with the additional elements meet the requirements of braille dot height.

After the printing substrate (S2) and the height of dot
(S2B5) were chosen, the additional elements were printed
on the braille dots with one to five layers and tested by
the blind and visually impaired people. Obtained results
are presented on the Figure 4 and in the Table 3.
As it can be seen from the Figure 4, the additional
element printed with only one layer (a1 and b1) was
almost unrecognizable, while five layered element
(a2 and b2) was clearly seen. Same as in the case of
the printed braille dots (S2B1 – S2B5), the printed elements had slightly blurred edges at the base, which
could be due to the slight spreading of the UV varnish around the first layer of the printed element.
In the Table 3 can be seen that the printed layers
of additional elements had very similar thickness
(except for the fifth layer, which thickness increased
incomprehensibly). The first layer again (as in the
case of sample S2B1) had the lowest thickness, probably due to the slight spreading of the UV varnish.

Comparing the height values of the braille dots and the
additional elements (Figure 5a) it could be seen that
additional elements had lower height, which increased
slowly, however the height of braille dots increased
more rapidly. In both cases the increase is linear (for the
braille dot R2 = 0.999 and for the additional elements R2
= 0.9258). In the Figure 5b the thickness of the individual layer of the braille dots and the additional elements
are presented. The layers in the additional elements
were thinner while thickness increased more slowly
and mostly linear (except for the last unusual increase);
the first layer in the braille dot was thinner (due to the
spreading of varnish), however the others layers had
almost the same thickness without the increase.

Sensory analysis
According to the results of the sensory analysis all
respondents liked the smooth surface of coated cardboard substrate and the tactile effect of printed braille
dots, though some commented that its surface was a bit
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a)

b)

»»Figure 6: Recognition of the height (a) and the character recognition (b) of the braille dots
harder, compared to classical embossed braille. From the
Figure 6 can be seen that the respondents evaluated the
height of the samples printed with only one layer of the
braille dot as unrecognizable to poorly recognizable. The
detection of height increased with the number of the
layers and more than 80% of respondents evaluated
braille dots printed with five layers as excellent (Figure
6a). The result were supported with the character identification where even samples printed with three layers
were graded as suitable (Figure 6b). Consistent with the
sensory analysis results of the height of the braille dots
printed without the additional elements (where all the
respondents evaluated the printed braille dot height as
recognizable and excellent), only 8.33% of the respondents graded the braille dots with printed one layer of
additional layer as unrecognizable. All other graded the
height of the braille dots printed with one layer of additional element as recognizable and even a bit over 40%
of the respondents as excellent Figure 7). Due to the fact
that the additional elements were printed on the top of
five layered basis braille dots it is no surprise that the
height was graded in almost all layers as recognizable.

From the results in Figure 8a can be seen that the
shape of the additional elements was not recognized
when printed in one layer but the recognition increased
with the increase of printed layers and thus with its
height. Only 25% of the respondents did not detect
the shape of the additional elements printed with five
layers. Due to the fact that the additional elements
were insufficiently recognized when printed in one
layer, the results of poor recognition even in five layers
was expected. We could conclude that upon results of
the sensory analyses additional elements were liked
in about half of the respondents, though no one could
recognize its shape (Figure 8b). The likeability of the
additional element decreased with the number of
printed layers. Consequently the additional elements
printed in thinner layers were graded as suitable,
while five layered were evaluated by the respondents
as too sharp and unpleasant to touch Figure 8c.

Conclusions
UV ink-jet printing enables production of braille dots,
which meet the prescribed standard values of all
braille dot parameters – the height, the diameter, the
cell dimensions etc. In this research it was shown,
that the braille dots could be qualitatively printed
directly onto the surface of the selected substrate
if this was printed with a thin layer of varnish, so
that the shape of the braille dots stayed uniform.

»»Figure 7: Recognition of the braille dot height printed
with the additional element with one to five layers
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As expected when printing in different layers, the height
and the thickness of the printed samples increased.
Not all layered samples were suitable; for the achievement of sufficient standard braille dot height at least
four or even better five layers of UV varnish needed
to be printed so that blind and visually impaired people could recognize the written notation. Research
has shown that the braille dot printed with only one
layer of UV varnish (S2B1) had the lowest height due to

a)

b)

c)

»»Figure 8: Recognition (a), likability (b) and sharpness (c) of the additional elements printed in different layers
the braille dots with printed additional elements could
be used for distinguishing the written notations.

the spreading of the UV varnish on the surface of the
printing substrate and not its adsorption, which was
proven with the drop test and contact angle results.
the following layers had almost the same thickness.

Though this study offers a new inside into the field
of braille writing we believe that with a reasonable
determination of separate characters, signs, letters
etc. progress in simplified braille can be made.

Analyses of the samples with printed additional
elements on appropriately high braille dots have
shown that the similar effect can be observed –
height of the one layered additional element was
the lowest while others stayed almost the same.
The increase was linear with small deviations.
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A method for generating stochastic
3D tree models with Python
in Autodesk Maya
Abstract
This paper introduces a method for generating 3D tree models using
stochastic L-systems with stochastic parameters and Perlin noise.
L-system is the most popular method for plant modeling and Perlin
noise is extensively used for generating high detailed textures. Our
approach is probabilistic. L-systems with a random choice of parameters
can represent observed objects quite well and they are used for
modeling and generating realistic plants. Textures and normal maps
are generated with combinations of Perlin noises what make these
trees completely unique. Script for generating these trees, textures and
normal maps is written with Python/PyMEL/NumPy in Autodesk Maya.
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Introduction

have been enhanced over the years in such a way that
today many tree models appear photo-realistic to us.

Two main reasons for this research are:
1. Popular software for generating L-system trees
like L-Studio and xLinden use small amount of
parameters that can be changed. The idea was to
write scrypt in one of the most popular software for
3D modeling with as many variables as possible for
tweaking our result.
2. Autodesk Maya makes it possible to modify models
even further and to export them in all possible
formats used in 3D.
3Modeling natural objects with a computer have been a
very difficult task for decades. Modeling 3D trees from
the real world is very difficult due to their variations
and complex geometry. Plant modeling requires a
combination of biological knowledge, mathematical
formalism and computer graphics programming.
There has been a great deal of research on modeling
trees, predominantly using procedural approaches
(Lindenmayer, 1990) and reconstruction approach,
mostly by photographs (Reche-Martinez, Martin &
Drettakis, 2004). Complexity and visual appearance

Many approaches have been proposed to
model plants and trees, and they can be roughly
classified as either rule-based or image-based.
Image-based methods. Image-based methods
directly model the plant using image samples.
Models generated by these approaches are
only approximate and have limited realism.
Rule-based methods. (Prusinkiewicz, James &
Měch, 1994) developed an idea of the generative
L-system. Rule-based techniques make use of a set
of generative rules or grammar to create branches
and leaves. Plant models in computer graphics
are commonly created using procedural methods,
which generated branching structures with a
limited user input. Our approach is rule-based.

Modeling in three dimensions
For modeling in three dimensions turtle algorithm
is used. Three vectors
indicate the turtle’s
heading, the direction to the left, and the direction up.
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These vectors have unit length, are perpendicular to each
other, and satisfy the equation
(Prusinkiewicz,
1986; Prusinkiewicz & Lindenmayer, 1996). Rotation
of the turtle is expressed by the equation:
							
(1)

is rotation matrix with dimensions 3x3. It represents
rotation by angle α around the vectors:
i

Modeling of Trees
All trees generated by the same deterministic L-system
are identical. In order to prevent this artificial regularity it
is necessary to introduce variations that will preserve the
general aspects of a tree but will modify its details. If the
same L-system was used again, with different seed values
for the random number generator, a variation of this
image would be generated. The geometric parameters,
such as the length and diameter of an internode, as well
as branching angles, are calculated according to stochastic laws. Width of branches in every iteration is equal to
width of the branches in previous iteration multiplied by
factor wr = 0.707. This constant satisfies a postulate by
Leonardo da Vinci, according to which “all the branches
of a tree at every stage of its height when put together
are equal in thickness to the trunk below them.”

Perlin Noise

»»Figure 1: Controlling the turtle in three dimensions
The following symbols control turtle orientation in space:
F(α)
f (α)
+ (α)
- (α)
& (α)
˄(α)
/F(α)
\(α)
[

]

Move forward a step of length α > 0.
Move forward a step of length α
without creating a branch.
Rotate around by an angle of α degrees.
Rotate around by an angle of -α degrees.
Rotate around by an angle of α degrees.
Rotate around by an angle of -α degrees.
Rotate around by an angle of α degrees.
Rotate around by an angle of -α degrees.
Stores information about turtle’s position and orientation in an array (branch
vectors and rotation angle).
Restore information from last position in an array.

Noise is the random number generator of computer
graphics. It is useful wherever there is a need for a
source of extensive detail. Since its introduction more
than two decades ago, Perlin noise has found wide use
in graphics. Perlin noise is generated with fractal summation of basic noise functions. Each noise is multiplied
by a weight controlling its contribution to the final
result (Ward 1991; Perlin, 2002). This idea was introduced by Perlin. The final pattern can be presented as:

(2)

(3)

(4)

Where np(x,y) is Perlin noise and ni(x,y) is basic noise
i. Parameter α defines how irregular will the generated

»»Figure 2: Perlin noise and its modifications. In bottom row we can see images of plane with applied textures from
first row
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noise be. In practise parameters a and b are usually
equal and it is common that they are both equal to 2. In
this case, when a and b are equal, we can replace them
with 1/H, where H can be treated as Hurst parameter
in fractional Brownian surfaces (Mishura, 2008). Each
noise ni (x,y) is called octave and Perlin noise is commonly
formed by twofold decrease in amplitude and twofold
increase in frequency of these octave noises. Frequency
is input parameter in our noise functions and it is cal-

Python/PyOpenGL, and images in second row represent
render of XY plane with textures from above applied on
them, in Autodesk Maya. Images 1, 2, 3, and 5 are used
as heightmaps that generate a terrain, while images 4
and 6 represent applied normal map on a plane.

culated as 1 / (p · (1 / a)i) or 1 / (p · Hi) , which means it
will increase by 1/H for each octave. This value 1/H, with
which frequency is multiplied, is called lacunarity. On the
other hand, amplitude has a constant value in first noise
function and it is decreased by dividing whole noise function with bi or Hi. This value H with which we decrease
our amplitude is called persistance. Typically k has value
between 5 and 10 and in our case k is equal to 7.
Images in the first row of Figure 2 are created with

As can be seen, modifying Perlin noise images is quite
easy. Combining different images generated with Perlin
noise, doesn’t require much effort either. For generating
normal maps from textures Sobel operator is used.
Source code for noise function as well as more in depth
explanation about combinations and modifications of
Perlin noise was covered in our previous research
(Stojanović, 2016).

Images 3 and 5 in Figure 2 are created by modifying Perlin Noise with sin wave. This can be seen in next pseudo
code:

Algorithm

»»Figure 3: Algorithm for generating 3D tree models in Autodesk Maya
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To generate L-system tree model we first have to create
L-system string with defined axiom, distribution rules,
probabilities for each distribution (if we use stochastic
L-systems) and number of iterations. After the L-system
string is created we go through every string symbol, as
shows in step 2 of Figure 3, and generate our branches.
Idea of generating 3D tree model after L-system string is
done is to use two vectors that change with every branch
generated. First we start with vector one in (0,0,0), and
vector two with (0,y,0) (Height of the tree trunk is y).
After the first branch is created, in this case tree trunk,
first vector becomes second and next calculations with
transformation matrix are applied on vector two, so we
again create branch between vectors one and two.
Every branch should have smaller and smaller radius, so
we generate our model with truncated cones rather than
cylinders. In case of symbols [ or ] we save our vectors in
a list. For every next symbol [ we append our list, and for

every symbol ] last elements of a list are deleted and we
use new ending elements for further calculations.
After the L-system tree is generated, textures and normal
maps are applied. On tree trunk and starting branches
Boolean union function is applied, and then the trunk is
smoothed. This newly generated trunk won’t have any
leaves on it.
Boolean union function doesn’t work very well in Maya
2012, Maya 2015 and Maya 2017. It tends to hide
branches on which it was applied, so script for Boolean
union function was written by copying 3Ds Max ProBoolean idea. Results of our program before the creation of
leaves is shows on Figure 4.
Next, we have to generate leaves on tree.
Every leaf is generated with usage of random variable X,
defined like this:

»»Figure 4: Three examples of trees before and after boolean union function, textures and normal maps
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Where k ϵ □+ presents width of the leaf. In our case k is
equal to ap /4, so width and height of the leaf are equal.
p ϵ (0,Sx) represents edges in cylinder and Sx number
of subdivisions of cylinder by x axis. ap = Vp+Sx - Vp is edge
vector for every edge p. bp defines starting position of
leaf on the edge, and Li,p , i={1,2,3,4}, defines positions
of leaf vertices. Nm , m ϵ {0, 1,...2p-1,2p} defines normal
vector in vertex m. Normal vectors on boundary vertices
have 2 normals as can be seen on Figure 5, and this feature was used to position leaves facing the new branches
with ease.

n=6
w : F (10) A
3/12

p1 : A → [\(r1 ) & (r1 ) / (r1 ) ^ (r1 ) F (10 − j + 0.5) A][\(r2 ) & (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A] / (r2 ) & (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A
1/12

p2 : A → [\(r2 ) & (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A] / (r2 ) & (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A
3/12

p3 : A → [\(r1 ) & (r1 ) / (r1 ) ^ (r1 ) F (10 − j + 0.5) A][/(r2 ) ^ (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A] \ (r2 ) ^ (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A
1/12

p4 : A → [/(r2 ) ^ (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A] \ (r2 ) ^ (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A
3/12

p5 : A → [\(r1 ) & (r1 ) / (r1 ) ^ (r1 ) F (10 − j + 0.5) A][/(r2 ) ^ (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A] / (r2 ) & (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A
1/12

p6 : A → [ F (10 − j − r3 ) A][/(r2 ) ^ (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A] / (r2 ) ^ (r2 ) F (10 − j − r3 ) A
r1 = randInt (1,8) r2 = randInt (25, 40) r3 = randFloat (0,1)

Conclusion and future work
The purpose of this paper is to show how to easily
generate realistic trees in Autodesk Maya. Idea was to
procedurally generate 3D tree models with textures and
normal maps in Maya, so models can be easily modified
and exported for further use. Results demonstrate
clearly that 3D tree models can be generated quite fast
and easily. The possibility of defining other stochastic
L-systems, with different textures, that represent kinds
of plants in nature should and will be explored in the
future work. Further work will also cover optimization
for generating these models faster. Reduction of
subdivisions, what implies reduction of polygons is
already an option, but the goal is to stop using PyMEL
and its PyNodes completely. Even though they give
massive amount of possibilities, treating every branch
as PyNode reduce program’s speed drastically. Original
script for generating 3D tree models was made so that
realistic representations of growing plants can be easy
to modify with all parameters included in process:
textures (their colors, width, height, combinations),
trees (width, height and subdivisions of branches,
L-system and probabilities of distributions) and leaves
(where and how many will be on each branch).

»»Figure 5: Vertex normals on cylinders in
Autodesk Maya
Four examples created with two given L-systems are
shown below. Tree models are made of about 4724
(image2) – 6120 (image1) polygons. Subdivision Sx
for each cylinder is 20, so amount of polygons can be
reduced drastically without any loss of details. Tree
generation takes 5 (image2) – 13 (image1) seconds
on i5/2.20Ghz/8GB RAM/64 bit windows 10, and
low quality maya render is used for images below.

r represent random integer, and it is generated every
time our programs runs over it.
As can be seen on previous examples, branch lengths
depend on number of iteration. Lengths of branches in
previous example are 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5 and 4, so further
changes were made. Length of branches should be stochastic too. Also, idea was to make production’s double
for every production that will continue to grow our
previous branch with a slightly changed angle.
This idea provided more to realism to tree models.
On next example results of our program are shown. Trees
are completely stochastically generated.
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The influence of printing substrate
on macro non-uniformity and line
reproduction quality of imprints printed
with electrophotographic process
Abstract
Print quality is very important for every printing technique. It depends on
many different quality attributes. This research included analysis of macro
non-uniformities and line reproduction. 16 different paper substrates printed
by electrophotographic process were analyzed. They were separated in two
groups: coated and uncoated papers. Analysis of macro non-uniformity
showed that print mottle has lower values when printed on coated papers
than on uncoated papers. Line reproduction analysis showed that the toner
spreaded, during melting and fixation, on line edges for both types of paper.
According to these results it can be concluded that paper substrate affects
the macro non-uniformity and line reproduction, thus overall print quality.
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Introduction
Digital printing has matured and it is now present in
daily production. This is true for both the large format
inkjet printing and digital commercial printing (with
toner based and increasingly with ink jet technique).
In the graphic arts industry in particular the latter use
case shows tremendous growth figures where small and
medium run lengths are taken over increasingly from
the offset market (Kraushaar, 2010). As digital printing
industry grows every day a lot of work has been done
in improving and developing new technologies and
products. This increased growth demands higher level
of quality assessment in order to be able to compare
different products and technologies and evaluate them
(Pedersen et al., 2011). Most production digital printing
processes depend on the use of certified paper to perform to their best capacity. Any adjustments that need
to be made to the actual press require the intervention
of technical support personnel other than the press
operator (Chung & Rees, 2007). Print quality is very
important in each printing technology, and also for digital printing (Rilovski et al., 2012). A common way for analyzing the print quality is to quantitatively assess image
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color and tone value reproduction using corresponding
measuring device. This way of analyzing print quality
is easy, since tone and color are easily perceptible, but
they are not enough for determining print quality (Dhopade, 2009; Kiurski & Oros, 2012). Several experiments
proved that print quality is not a monotonic function of
hue, saturation and brightness (Fedorovskaya, Ridder &
Blommaert, 1997; Pedersen et al., 2009). Quantitative
print quality assessment depends on a number of quality
attributes (Pedersen et al., 2011; Rilovski et al., 2012).
There are several of them such as contrast, sharpness,
macro-uniformity, etc., which are not associated with
tone and color but have considerable influence on print
quality. They are directly connected with line and dot
quality, which are structural elements of any image
(Dhopade, 2009). So far many researches have been
done that confirmed the importance of different quality
attributes, but there is no overall agreement which of
them are most important (Pedersen et al., 2011; Rilovski
et al., 2012). One of the reason is multidimensionality
and complexity of image quality (Pedersen et al., 2011).
Lindberg (Lindberg, 2004) in his study used 12 different
quality attributes to evaluate overall print quality. It
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is preferred to use all attributes for determining print
quality, but for evaluating image quality in industrial enviroment using some of them is more suitable. Lindberg
discovered that print mottle and color gamut strongly
affect the perception of the image quality. Also, color
shift and sharpness have great influence on perceived
quality (Petterson, 2005; Rilovski et al., 2012). So, according to Lindberg we can reduce number of quality attributes to four mentioned, which corresponds to Engeldrum’s statement that observers will not perceive more
than five quality attributes at the same time (Rilovski
et al., 2012). Pedersen et al. in their research reduced
quality attributes built on existing attributes from the
literature to following six: sharpness, color, lightness,
artefacts, contrast, and physical (Pedersen et al., 2011).
Petersson also realized importance of print mottle in
print quality, as well as color gamut, color shift and
sharpness(Petterson, 2005). Non-uniformity of printing
density called print mottle stands for one of the most
upsetting printing trouble that influence overall print
quality (Fahlcrantz, 2005; Kawasaki & Ishisaki, 2009).
We can explain print mottle as a term that describes
optical heterogeneity, unevenness in optical density
and print gloss, and it can appear in solid tones or
smooth image areas (Rilovski et al., 2012). According to
Fahlcrantz mottle is defined as perceived inhomogeneities in the print due to unintentional variations in the
lightness of the printed surface when it is viewed under
homogeneous illumination (Fahlcrantz, 2005). Evaluating overall product quality depends on the uniformity
of homogeneous image regions (Lindberg, 2004).
Print mottle is caused by uneven toner transfer and
adhesion, which depends on substrate and toner properties, and by printing press conditions, e.g. toner fixing
(Rilovski et al., 2012). Thus, print density and also print
mottle will arise if the toner adhesion and the fixation of
the colorants are not equal over all paper surface (Petterson, 2005). It can be concluded that the paper, the toner

and the process are three most influential factors affecting toner adhesion and fixation (Rilovski et al., 2012).
Attention in this research is focused on analysis of macro
non-uniformities, e.g. print mottle and line reproduction quality. Print mottle parameters of interest in this
research are: contrast, correlation, entropy, energy and
homogeneity. It was found that low contrast, low correlation, low entropy, high energy and high homogeneity
correspond to uniform grey level distribution, i.e. low
print mottle (Chen, 1998; Hladnik & Lazar 2011; Ružičić
et al., 2014). Also, important parameter of print quality
is line reproduction quality, which consists of line width
and its variations, raggedness and sharpness (Stančić et
al., 2013a). Line raggedness point out the straightness
of a printed line. Any geometric distortion is recognized
as an unwanted feature of a line, and therefore reduces
the quality of the printed image (Dhopade, 2009). Line
raggedness can be described by measuring area and
perimeter of lines and comparing obtained values with
ideal. Exceeding line raggedness results in low printing
sharpness and leads to unclear or bold text (Stančić et
al., 2013a). Lines become wider because of ink bleeding.
Hence, evaluating the line width modifications could
define the bleeding degree (Stančić et al., 2012).
The aim of this study was to find out how different
substrates effect on print quality in electrophotography. Quality attributes print mottle and line quality was analyzed. The method of digitally analyzed
scanned printed images in specified softwares was
used for estimation of these quality attributes.

Methods and Materials
This research included 16 different paper substrates. They can be separated in two groups:
coated and uncoated. In Table 1 are shown
coated papers and in Table 2 uncoated.

Table 1

Paper materials

Manufacturer

Paper type

Metric gsm (g/m2)

Opacity (%)

Whiteness (CIE)

Roughness PPS (µm)

Thickness (µm)

Surface coating

Coated paper substrates used in research (Ecopaper, 2015a; Ecopaper, 2015b)

Coated paper 1
Coated paper 2
Coated paper 3
Coated paper 4
Coated paper 5
Coated paper 6
Coated paper 7
Coated paper 8

Sappi
Sappi
Sappi
Sappi
Sappi
Sappi
Sappi
Sappi

Kunstdruck Quatro silk
Kunstdruck Quatro gloss
Kunstdruck Quatro silk
Kunstdruck Quatro gloss
Kunstdruck Quatro silk
Kunstdruck Quatro gloss
Kunstdruck Quatro silk
Kunstdruck Quatro gloss

115
115
130
130
150
150
350
350

95
93
96
94
97,5
95,5
99,5
99

121
117
121
117
121
117
121
121

1,7
0,9
1,7
0,9
1,7
0,9
2,0
0,8

95
84
108
94
125
110
347
273

Matte
Gloss
Matte
Gloss
Matte
Gloss
Matte
Gloss
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Table 2

Paper materials

Manufacturer

Paper type

Metric gsm (g/m2)

Opacity (%)

Whiteness (CIE)

Roughness PPS (µm)

Thickness (µm)

Surface coating

Uncoated paper substrates used in research (UPM, 2016)

Uncoated paper 1
Uncoated paper 2
Uncoated paper 3
Uncoated paper 4
Uncoated paper 5
Uncoated paper 6
Uncoated paper 7
Uncoated paper 8

UPM
UPM
UPM
UPM
UPM
UPM
UPM
UPM

Maxi offset
Maxi offset
Maxi offset
Maxi offset
Maxi offset
Maxi offset
Maxi offset
Maxi offset

70
80
90
100
140
190
250
300

90
92,5
94,5
95,5
98
99,5
99,7
99,9

150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250

90
102
114
125
163
207
275
330

Uncoated
Uncoated
Uncoated
Uncoated
Uncoated
Uncoated
Uncoated
Uncoated

The samples were printed with digital printing technique using electrophotographic printer
Xerox Color560. This printer uses powder toner, which formulation is shown in Table 3.
Table 3
Xerox Color560 toner formulation (Xerox, 2016)
Chemical name
Polyester resin
Ferrite
Paraffin wax
Pigment (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow or Carbon black)
Amorphous silica
Titanium dioxide

Weight (%)
60-70
10-20
1-10
0-10
1-5
<1

Test image, used in research, was created using Adobe
Illustrator CS6 software. Test image dimensions were
148,5 x 210 mm and contains different elements used
for print quality control. Elements used for obtaining the
results were 2.54 x 2.54 cm solid tone patches and 2pt
lines (Figure 1). In previous researches solid tone patches dimensions 2.54 x 2.54 cm were used for obtaining
the results of print mottle (Stančić et al., 2013a; Stančić,
Kašiković & Novaković, 2013; Stančić et al., 2013b; Ružičić
et al., 2014; Jurič et. al, 2015). In another research
(Milošević et al., 2013) solid tone patches dimensions 1 x
1 cm were used for print mottle. Since previous researches used patches different sizes in this research solid
tone patches dimensions 2.54 x 2.54 cm were chosen.

Print mottle assessment of the prints was conducted
via GLCM image processing method (Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix), using MATLAB software, after which
five solid-tone surface uniformity parameters were
extracted. It uses a matrix that keeps track of how
often different combinations - pairs - of pixel intensity
(gray level) values in a specific spatial relationship and
distance occur in an image, which makes it possible
to compute various first and second order statistical
parameters or texture measures (Milošević et al., 2013).
After printing, the samples were scanned usingHP
Scanjet 3670 Scanner. Scanning resolution was set on
1200 spi and all auto functions were turned off. Then,
scanned images were scaled to dimensions of 500 x
500 pixels, using Adobe Photoshop CS6 software, and
saved as TIFF files, in order to prepare the samples for
subsequent GLCM image processing and extraction
of five solid-tone surface uniformity parameters (contrast, correlation, entropy, energy and homogeneity).
In order to evaluate line quality, the area and perimeter
of 2pt linewere measured and compared with area and
perimeter of ideal line created on a computer using
Illustrator CS6 software in raster in resolution of 1200
ppi. These values were calculated using ImageJ software,
implemented in Java for the creation, visualization, editing, processing, and image analysis (Rasband, 1997).
In order to achieve higher accuracy of the measurement results, more samples were measured
with repetition on the individual samples. As measurement results were taken arithemtic means
of ten times measured numerical values.

»»Figure 1: The part of test image used in the research
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Results and Discussion
Macro non-uniformity analysis
In Figure 2 are shown different solid-tone surface
uniformity parameters (contrast, correlation,entropy, energy and homogeneity) for different substrates
printed with digital printing technology for black color.
It can be noticed that values of contrast are low for
both coated and uncoated papers, but they are lower
in case of coated papers. Correlation has high values
for both types of papers. Entropy has low values in
most cases of coated papers and high values in case
of uncoated papers. Energy has high values for coated
papers and mostly low values for uncoated papers.
And, at the end, homogeneity has high values for both
types of papers. These results show that print mottle

is higher on uncoated papers because correlation and
entropy have high values, and energy low. It can also
be noticed that for coated papers all values except correlation correspond with low print mottle. Correlation
should have low values but in this case it is opposite.
The reason why print mottle is lower when printing on coated then on uncoated paper is correlated
with paper surface and roughness. Coated papers
have smoother surface structure and they are less
porous, so toner is evenly distributed over the paper
surface. Uncoated papers are more porous, so toner is filling voids, during melting and fixation, which
results in uneven print over the paper surface. Color
is not homogenous and even over imprint surface,
so this unequal fixation of toner on the surface of
paper leads to higher values of print mottle.

a)

b)

c)

»»Figure 2 (part 1): Values of different print mottle parameters: (a) Contrast; (b) Correlation; (c) Entropy; (d) Energy;
(e) Homogeneity (Note: CP stands for coated papers, and UCP stands for uncoated papers)
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d)

e)

»»Figure 2 (part 2): Values of different print mottle parameters: (a) Contrast; (b) Correlation; (c) Entropy; (d) Energy;
(e) Homogeneity (Note: CP stands for coated papers, and UCP stands for uncoated papers)

a)

b)

»»Figure 3: Graphic representation of movements of 2pt line for coated and uncoated papers: a) Area values;
b) Perimeter values(Note: CP stands for coated papers, and UCP stands for uncoated papers)
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When comparing values of print mottle for matte and
gloss coated papers it can be seen that they are almost
equal. Values of all 5 parameters for both types of
papers are similar, so it can be concluded that type of
coating does not significantly influence print mottle.

Line reproduction analysis
Values of area and perimeter for different substrates
printed with digital printing technology for black color
are shown in Figure 3. Line area and perimeter results
indicate that all paper types show a difference in a
relation to an ideal text area and perimeter.
All values are higher than ideal which shows that toner
spreaded, during melting and fixation, on line edges.
Also, there is no significant difference between coated
and uncoated papers.

Conclusions
The aim of this paper is to point out the influence of
different substrateson print quality in digital printing
technology. Different paper types, coated and uncoated,
were printed with digital printing technique and prints
were examined. In order to define the influence of the
substrate, the basic attributes of print quality were
analyzed: macro non-uniformity and line reproduction.
Macro non-uniformity parameter obtained using GLCM
image analysis method showed that print mottle has
lower values when printing on coated papers than on
uncoated papers. Also, in case of coated papers we
can notice that values of correlation are high which
correspond to high print mottle. We can also notice that
coated paper with lowest gsm has the lowest values of
print mottle. In case of uncoated papers we can notice
that paper of 250 g/m2 has the lowest print mottle. For
uncoated papers correlation and entropy have high
values, and energy for some papers has low value, so
print mottle, generally, has high values.
Paper surface and roughness are very important
characteristics that affect print mottle. Since coated
papers have smoother surface adhesion and fixation of
toner is more equal when compared to uncoated papers
which have more porous surface. This results in lower
values of print mottle when measured on coated papers.
Also, there is no significant difference in print mottle
between matte and gloss coated papers which leads to
conclusion that coating type does not play significant role
in print mottle.
Line reproduction analysis showed that that toner
spreaded, during melting and fixation, on line edges
since all values of line area and perimeter for all types of
paper are higher than ideal. In case of line quality there
is no important difference between coated and uncoated
papers.
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According to results of analysis it can be concluded that
paper substrate affects the print quality. Further research
should be focused on analyzing more print quality
parameters, more different types of papers and they
should also include other process colors.
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